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PHONEME IDENTIFICATION IN ISOLATED STIMULI Ai�D IN CONTEXT 

Louis C.W. Pols 

I • INTRODUCTION 

Because of the present emphasis on invariant cues in speech percep

tion (Perkell .et al., 1984) it is worthwhile to draw attention to. 

the influence of physical aspects of (word or sentence) context on 

phoneme identification.· With physical aspects I mean properties like 

tempo, duration, amplitude� spectral transition, and speaker charac

teristics, all of which are more or less independent of the syntac-

tic and semantic attributes of a sentence, but which do set a refer-

ential framework within which specific properties of a speech seg-

ment can be evaluated. Some recent papers on phoneme identification 

study this context dependence (e.g. Repp et al.� i978; Marcus, !978; 

Fitch, 1981; Johnson and Strange, 1982; van Reuven, 1983). In this 

paper some of these studies will be reviewed and some (preliminary) 

data of our own will be presented. 

2. CONSONANT IDENTIFICATION AND DISCRIMINATION 

In a recent paper by Repp (1983) about the perceptual equivalence of 

specific signal properties in phoneme identification (trading rela

tions), it struck me that all five experiments were done with iso

lated, manipulated stimuli. The stimuli were of the type 'say-stay', 

'say shop-say chop', 'goat-coat', 'slit-split', or 1ga-ka1 and the 

properties traded against each other were respectively, duration of 

silence vs. FI onset frequency; duration of silence vs. duration of 

fricative noise; voice onset time vs. amplitude of aspiration noise; 

silent closure duration vs. presence or absence of labial release 

burst; and voice onset time vs. Fl onset frequency. The parameter 
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values on the contina were chosen such that within-, as well as be

tween-phoneme category discrimination eyperiments could be done. 

Repp's conclusion is that his data lend s�pport to the classic dual

process view of speech perception, v::1ich represents bottom-up and 

top-down components. His final suggestion is to stop quibbling about 

the phonetic or auditory origin of trading relations and to start 

theoretical and empirical studies about the acquisition of phonetic 

categories and their internal representation. 

However, I wonder if ,.;e ever will be a;..,lc to disentangle the inter

nal representation of phonetic category prototypes if we limit our

selves to phoneme identificatio::i and discrimination experiments with 

isolated stimuli. The so-ca.lled prototypes acquired by past experi

ence of speaking and listening are certainly no fixed s tandards but 

will depend on talker, speaking st7le, and context, to mention just 

a few. -rn everyday spe::och perceptivn all of tlH::se aspects are taken 

into account in a nntu:::-aJ. way, uh_£ eas in �;;any laboratory experi-

ments: 

- the talkr�:r is arnbigt:.o:.:.s, fer ins;:c::1c.e l-eca•.;s.e of the manipulations 

with the speech materL1l, or been.use of the use of synthetic 

speech; 

the speaking style is ��specified, �ecause �h9 stiMuli are too 

short; 

- the context is absent. because of the isolated presentation; 

- or the context is artific�al, if for ins�&nce determined by the 

range of stimuli in the e1:perime::it or by a so-called standard stim

ulus. 

I also consider a set of synthe;:ic CV stimuli along.a continuum from 

/ba/ to /wa/ to be isolatP-d stimuli, whereas for instance Maxwell, .. 

and Landahl (1983) call this a 1phonetic context'. A remark in the 

discussion section of that sa:w� p.::?er is .s.lso relevant to the preser..t 

discussion. It reads: n the results may be due in part to the -na-:-

tu re of the synthesized stimuli, and therefore may not be represen.t-

ative of actual speech. Not only are the stimuli impoverished lo?i t.h 

respect fo real speech, but they n;3y not :reflect the actual -cha�ges 

which occur in speec'.l sounds at different si;saking rates" (p. 126) ·• 
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I certainly agree with this warning about results being influenced 

by the quality of the stimuli, and I should like to add that these 

restrictions are not just valid for the stimuli but also for the 

identification experiment itself. For most laboratory experiments 

the 'referential framework' towards which a specific utterance 

should be evaluated is absent or ill-defined. The set of stimuli 

within one experiment can become the temporary reference, or the 

listen.er will perhaps refer to some average, nonspecific, ancl prob

ably unstable, standard with respect to phoneme duration, formant 

transition, amplitude relation and the like. This implies that it 

can be dangerous to extrapolate results of such experiments to nat

ural speech, although valuable by themselves. 

3. PHONEME IDENTIFICATION IN CONTEXT 

So, in order to be more certain about the referential framework ac

tually used by the listener in a phoneme identification experiment, 

I suggest to specify the framework as well as possible. One way of 

doing so is to embed the stimulus word in a neutral carrier phrase 

of the same talker or the same synthesizer. ¥Tnenever temporal (tem

po, VOT, closure duration), level (level of burst, amplitude of as

piration), spectral (formant values), or dynamic (spectral onsets) 

attributes are involved, the context of the carrier phrase can pro

vide a stable framework against which these attributes can be eval

uated. 

Although I just expressed my doubts about the use of isolated, ma

nipulated stimuli, I must of course admit that many valuable results 

have come out of such experiments. Moreover, frequently these exper

iments could hardly have been done in another way. Strong attributes, 

like the importance of formant transitions or VOT, or strong trading 

relations will come out anyhow, but there are indications that more 

subtle relations like the importance of vocalic transitions vs. in

variant burst onset spectra, or vowel identification in within- or 

between-speaker conditions, depend on the presence or absence of 

context. Before reviewing a few of these recent studies it is only 
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fair to say that the use of context most certainly will not solve 
all problems. When a constant neutral carrier phrase is used, a 
listener could adapt to that phrase to such an extent that it might 
just 'as well be omitted. On the other hand, if different phrases 
are used, the syntactic and semantic content could influence the 
phoneme identification. This syntactic and semantic content in it
self is very basic for speech perception but not the first aim for 
many phonetic listening experiments. Because of interactions at a 
local level (at the phonen:e and word bot;.ndary), (phonetic) conte�t 
can also have an influence on phoneme identification. 

It is not yet clear how much context is needed to specify the refer
ence. Fitch (1981), fer instance, suggests that a two-syllable word 
of the type /dabi/ suffices to specify the speaking rate. 

p 
Johnson and Strange (1982) start ui th a full carrier phrase ("Was 
it the tVt sound that :;ou heard") in order to study the identifica-
tion of vowels in tVt syll3bles spoke� in normal and rapid rate. 
Identification perfonr:mc2 for ir,ols.ted syllc:bles was not as good 
as it was for syllables prescnt2d in the origin2l utterance. Most 
long-short vo•,,re1 confusions occurred when long vowels from the rapid 
sentences were presented in no1"'T,ql �t�e carrier phrases. If only 
parts of the carrier phrasf: \}er2 pre:::ent.:;.d � the presence of the 
stressed word 'sound 1, iru...-,:scliately fo!_lowing the tVt syllable, ap

peared to be essential fer the nccurats identification of intrinsi

cally long vowels in rapidly spoken syllables. 

4. SOME . OBSERVATIOHS OF OUR OWN ON PHOl�EIIB IDENTIFICATION IN CONTEXT 

In a pilot study we used corc;parable Dutch sentence material ("Nu 
krijgt de tVt 1n beurt11), also spoken at a normal and a rapid rate. 
We got more rate-dependent vowel co�fusions if not only the vowel 
part was misplaced but togetter with that also the closure inter':'al 
following the test vowel. This is understandable if one realizes 

that with a higher ra t e not only the vowel ,part is shortened but also 
this silent interval. When this whole vowel�plus-silence segment was 

substituted in a normal rate carrier phrase we got some long-short 
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vowel confusions. More specific data will be presented at some 

later time. 

Pols and Schouten (forthcoming) and Pols (1984) used naturally spo

ken sentences in a plosive identification experiment. Fifty pairs 

of meaningful Dutch sentences were composed for which the only dif

ference per pair was the use of one 'intervocalic' plosive or an

other. An example in English would be "the car is open11 vs. "the bar 

is open" with the opposition k/b. The listener knew in advanc.e which 

sentence out of 50 would come, he only had to indicate which of the 

two given plosive consonants he heard in that particular· condition. 

The experimental variable was the amount of speech signal deleted 

(VC vocalic transition and/or plosive burst and/or CV vocalic tran

sition). In order to evaluate the effect of sentence context in this 

plosive identification experiment, the VCV segments were also pre-' 

sented in isolation, again with various parts deleted. The intri

guing questions here are of course 

- what is the importance of the vocalic transitions relative to the 

burst for plosive identification, and 

to what amount is this balance influenced by the presence or ab

sence of a neutral sentence context. 

It appears that, especially for Dutch voiced plosives, the transi

tional information is more effective in the sentence context than in 

isolation. Or, in other words, experiments with isolated stimuli can 

give the wrong impression about the relative importance of various 

components in the signal since the referential framework towards 

which dynamic information can be compared, is missing in isolated 

stimuli. 

I consider most trading relations, as described by Repp (1983) for 

isolated stimuli, of the context-dependent type and I therefore ex

pect different results if these experiments are repeated with more 

natural stimuli embedded in an appropriate context. In fact Repp 

himself points out that this context or anchoring effect is a non

negligible factor in his experiment. I quote: " . • .  the abnormally 

high performance level in the Within condition gives rise to suspi

cion. Indeed the author's observation as a pilot subject suggested 
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that the consistent presence of the 0-msec standard on every trial 

may have acted as an anchor . . . • .  If so, the trading relation evi

dent in the Within condition may derive from the perception of pho

netic contrasts, rather than from a psychoacoustic interaction" 

(p. 355). He then decides to use different standards in each test 

block. One. can complain about. this contrast effect, one can also 

consider it a natural thing in speech perception. Repp et al. (1978) 
actually showed strong interaction between speech rate and silent 

interval duration preceding the fricative noise for the affricate

fricative .switch-over poinS in a carrier phrase context (11Why don't 

we say sh9p/chop again''.)· 

We evaluated this context. effect with a Dutch variant of the 

'slit-split' identification experiment by using the 1 slij t-splij t' 
/slsit-splsiti opposition in Dutch. we used both words spoken in 

isolation as well as in a carrier phrase (l!Dit hout slij t/ splij t 

niet"), and at a normal and a fast speech rate. The words, or sen

tences> were presented for 'slijt/splijt' identification to ten 

naive subjects while the silence durations were varied, see Fig. l. 

----r-
kllz I 

�..-,,__...,._._ 1.-.�����-�_,__,,__,_.__,,.._ • 

variable sjlenca duration 

lllO msec 

I 
� - 'f[F- �� 
· . ,

I 

i I 

Fig. i. Waveform and digital sp�ctrogram of one of the stimuli in 
the slij t/ splijt identification experiment. In order to 
achieve the various stimuli, the indicated silent inter
val was varied in duration. 
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Fig. 2. Fifty-per-
cent cross-

over points, in terms 
of duration of si
lence interval be
tween /s/ and /1/, 
from 'slij t' to 
'splijt' identifi
cation for various 
conditions. See text 
for mqre details. 

In the mixed conditions both normal and fast rate stimuli were 

mixed in one block. The 'weak burst 1 and 'strong burst' condit.ions 

are related to the trading relation as studied by Repp (1983) and 

have to do with the absence, or part-presence, of the plosive burst 

of /p/, respectively. Some preliminary results are presented in 

Fig. 2. For each condition the 50-percent cross-over from 'slijt' 

to 1splijt' is indicated. For silence durations longer than the 

value of the cross-over point in that condition the word is heard 

as 'splijt', and for smaller values as 'slijt'. 

Without going into detail with respect to these preliminary results 

it will be clear that the value of the cross-over point varies a lot, 

from about 25 to 60 msec, and is most certainly not a fixed stand

ard. This variation is caused by various context effects, like nor

mal/fast rate, weak/strong burst, and isolated presentation vs. word 

in sentence context. These results once again show that the physical 

aspects of a context influence phoneme identification in a natural 

way. 
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